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Guests' Comments & Upcoming Events

KK Wetland Ramsar Site's Membership,

Volunteering & Monthly Activities

To promote the conserva
tion of wetlands in Sabah
and the  variety of plants,
birds and other kinds of

organisms found in them.

O B J E C T I V E S

To raise public
awareness and

appreciation of wetlands
and public involvement
in protecting wetlands.

To manage Kota Kinabalu
Wetland (KKW) as a model

wetlands centre for the
purpose of conservation,

education, recreation, tourism
and research.

 
 

A Non-Governmental 
Organization working on 

Conservation of Wetlands in Sabah
 

Established on 
22 August 2005
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What's Happening

Wetland Corner

COURTESY CALL TO OCPD

KOTA KINABALU
What's

happening

20th November 2019- A courtesy call to OCPD Kota Kinabalu

Tuan Habibi Majinji to discuss on how to resolve the issues of

illegal encroachment / trespasses, vandalism and burglary at

Kota Kinabalu Wetland Ramsar Site. 
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COURSE ON HONORARY WILDLIFE WARDEN 

What's

happening

WORKSHOP ON WETLANDS

EDUCATION RESOLUTION

DEVELOPMENT FOR RAMSAR

COP 14

20th-22nd November 2019- Recheal Jane

Ronnie, the Environmental Education Officer

has attended the Workshop on Wetlands

Education Resolution Development for Ramsar

centre at Gyeongsamnan-do South Korea. In

this workshop, Recheal presented and shared

the efforts of SWCS towards wetlands

conservation through the Environment

Education Programme. 

25th-27th November 2019- A total of four (4) staff have been attended the three-day course on the Honorary

Wildlife Warden which organised by Sabah Wildlife Department at Taman Hidupan Liar Lok Kawi. This

three-days course emphasised on the understanding of the Wildlife Conservation Enactment 1997, the

importance of roles and responsibilities of the Honorary Wildlife Warden and at the end of the sessions, the

participants were required to take and pass the written examination. Only candidates who passed the test

will be offered as the Honorary Wildlife Warden. 

NSR ASIA PACIFIC

FORUM FORUM 2019

22nd November 2019- Sabah Wetlands

Conservation Society were invited to attend the

New Silk Road Asia Pacific Forum 2019 at

Promenade Hotel Kota Kinabalu. During this

forum, the organiser also giving us a chance to

open the booth to promote SWCS and KKWRS.

In last October, KKWRS become one of the

venue for NSR Asia Pacific "Art Connect" Week.
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Wetlands and Water

Article references:
https://sciencing.com/
https://www.epa.gov/

 

#Wetla
nd

Corn
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How is wetland store water? Wetlands function like natural tubs or sponges, storing water and slowly

releasing it. This process slows the water’s momentum and erosive potential, reduces flood heights, and

allows for groundwater recharge, which contributes to base flow to surface water systems during dry

periods. Although a small wetland might not store much water, a network of many small wetlands

canstore an enormous amount of water.

This function reflects the capacity of a

wetland to collect and retain inflowing

surface water, direct precipitation and

discharging groundwater as standing

water above the soil surface, pore water

in the saturated zone or soil moisture in

the unsaturated zone. Water that is

delayed or stored in the wetland reduces

the amount of runoff downslope, thereby

ensuring a decrease in flood crests down

gradient.

Wetlands slow the flow of water, allowing

it to replenish the groundwater - a supply

that most plants and many people depend

on. By slowing the water during floods,

wetlands reduce flood damage in areas

downstream and around them.

Flood Control Water Storage

Water Purification

As sediment, excess nutrients and

chemicals flow off of the land, wetlands

filter the runoff before it reaches the open

water. Nutrients are stored and absorbed

by plants or microorganisms. Sediment

settles at the bottom after reaching an area

with slow water flow.

The importance of Wetlands
Credit: http://www.tworiverscoalition.org/

 

Habitat for Plant & Animal

Many animals and plants depending on

wetlands especially aquatic plants and

animals. The wetlands provided them

food, shelter and spawning ground. 
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Compilation : 
What Are Environmental News Happened In
November

By using ancient protein sequencing, researchers

have retrieved genetic information from a 1.9

million-year-old extinct, giant primate that used to

live in a subtropical area in southern China. The

genetic information allows the researchers to

uncover the evolutionary position of

Gigantopithecus blacki, a three-meter tall and

maybe up to 600 kg heavy primate, revealing the

orangutan as its closest, living relative.

Extinct giant ape directly linked to the
living orangutan

https://www.sciencedaily.com/

Sharks, penguins, turtles and other seagoing species

could help humans to monitor the oceans by

transmitting oceanographic information from

electronic tags. Thousands of marine animals are

tagged for a variety of research and conservation

purposes, but at present, the information gathered

isn't widely used to track climate change and other

shifts in the oceans.

Animals could help humans monitor
oceans

https://news.mongabay.com

The effects of climate change are becoming more

apparent, from the rapidly warming Gulf of Maine

to more frequent and severe storms and the increase

of invasive turf seaweed. Researchers at the

University of New Hampshire have found that these

environmental developments are contributing to the

transformation of the seafloor to a lower, more

patchy seascape dominated by shrub-like seaweed

which could impact species habitats and the

structure of the food web.

Researchers find climate change and
turf seaweed causing 'patchy'
seascape

https://www.sciencedaily.com/

In tackling deforestation in the state, the Sabah

government ensures that about 50% of Sabah’s land

area is always under forest cover and sufficient to

provide ecosystem services like watershed areas and

habitats for flora and fauna. Sabah Chief Minister,

Datuk Seri Mohd Shafie Apdal said the overall forest

cover in Sabah at the end of the 1980s was estimated

at 44,750 sq km, slightly over 60% of the Sabah’s total

land area of 73,631 sq km. In 2010, around 37,600 sq

km or 51% of the Sabah’s land area were covered with

forest, he said.

At least 50% of Sabah will remain
under forest cover

https://www.thesundaily.my/

A toxic pollutant produced by burning fossil fuels

can be captured from the exhaust gas stream and

converted into useful industrial chemicals using only

water and air thanks to a new advanced material

developed by an international team of scientists.

New research led by The University of Manchester,

has developed a metal-organic framework (MOF)

material that provides a selective, fully reversible

and repeatable capability to capture nitrogen dioxide

(NO2), a toxic air pollutant produced particularly by

diesel and bio-fuel use.

Clean air research converts toxic air
pollutant into industrial chemical

S W C S  N E W S L E T T E R

https://news.mongabay.com

https://www.thesundaily.my/

Old newspapers can be used to grow
carbon nanotubes

A research collaboration between Rice University

and the Energy Safety Research Institute (ESRI) at

Swansea University has found that old newspapers

can be used as a low cost, eco-friendly material on

which to grow single-walled carbon nanotubes on a

large scale. Carbon nanotubes are tiny molecules

with incredible physical properties that can be used

in a huge range of things, such as conductive films

for touchscreen displays, flexible electronics, fabrics

that create energy and antennas for 5G networks.
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6th November 2019. Environmental Education Programme with Jesselton International School. 

17th November 2019. Environmental Voluntary Work with Aeon Credit. 

#EEP

 Corn
er
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17th November 2019. Environmental Voluntary Work with Universiti Malaysia Sabah. 

30th November 2019. Environmental Voluntary Work with Volley ball club Universiti Malaysia Sabah.

#EEP

 Corn
er
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Guests' comments Upcoming
Events

Saw A lot of birds! Thank You
- Nozumi Japan

Environmental Education Programme

Young Explorer Academy
Kinderkaizen Putatan
MRS JSP Damai

Environmental Voluntary Work

AEON Credit Kota Kinabalu
Sabah International Convention
centre

Comment

&Eve
nts

Newspaper

Cuttin
g

New Sabah Times - 2nd November 2019
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Voluntering for KK Wetland
Ramsar Site can be a great
fun! If you have passion for
the environment or just want
to gain more outdoor
experiences, this is the
appropriate channel. Do not
miss the chance! Sign up to be
a volunteer now or contact us
for more information.

Volunteering is good for
your heart

membership
As a member, you will be able to
participate in members' events and
enjoy free entry to Kota Kinabalu
Wetlands Ramsar Site
Eligible for 50% discount for binoculars
rental*.
Most importantly, you know you are
helping this ecosystem to survive and
provide essential services to it.
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Benefits of being our member

Mohamad Nazr i  Al i

Recheal  jane Ronnie

Mohd. Nurazmeel  Mokhtar

Rita Ignat ius
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CONTRIBUTORS

EDITOR

Rita Ignat ius

support us by joining our programmes

1. Environmental Education Programme

2. Environmental Voluntary Work

i.  KK Wetlands Mangrove Experience Programme
 ii. Mangrove Conservation Experience Programme 
iii. Handcrafting from Mangrove

Monthly Bird 

Monitoring
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Join our monthly birding activity on every 
15th-17th day of the month

FOR 
MORE 
INFO
 
Call us at 
088-246955
or drop us an email at
swcs@sabahwetlands.org

REGISTER
How to

i.  Nursery Work
 ii. Mangrove Clean-Up 

V O L U N T E E R
NEEDED!
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DON A T I O N

Join the forces with us and help save
our Wetlands by giving donation to
Sabah Wetlands Conservation Society. 
 
Bank Transfer to; 
SWCS Account No:392050779101
(HSBC)

Info


